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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the applications of the multi-level inverter with a partial inductor are investigated on different loads. The 
operation of the inverter is given according to different conditions of the circuit at the six-part duty times. Mathematical 
equations for the inverter are forming according to the load which is resistive (R), inductive (L), and Capacitive (C) in serial 
connection. After describing the circuit structure, Matlab SIMULİNK also simulates the circuit for loads that are RLC, and a 
single-phase asynchronous motor. While the voltage and current measurements for the RLC load are performed; measurements 
of the main winding current, auxiliary winding current, electromagnetic torque, speed are made on the asynchronous motor. 
RLC loads are operated at high current values such as 297A in order to examine the suitability of the proposed system for 
systems that may require high current. When the current harmonic distortions of RLC loads are observed, the distortion 
values are acceptable values that are lower than % 5 that is international standards of the IEEE. In another hand, despite 
the voltage is insufficient for supplying the motor at the motor application, the voltage is upgraded with the boost effect of 
the inverter. So, the voltage is both a multilevel and sufficient. According to the obtained results, it is shown that multi-level 
inverter design has been successfully performed by using partial inductor source.
Keywords: Partial inductor source; different working times; the upgrade effect of the inverter
INTRODUCTION
It is desirable to convert the DC power source into an 
alternating energy source according to the intended use and 
the production conditions (Breyer et al. 2018; Harun 2017 et 
al.; Viana et al. 2018; Singh et al. 2017; Yusof et al. 2011). 
Thus, many single-phase and multi-phase inverters have 
been used in the literature (Singh et al. 2018; Can & Sayan 
2016; Reddy et al. 2017; Can 2017; Babae 2018). If an 
alternating voltage is to obtain on the load at a level higher 
than the applied DC input voltage (Ahmadi & Aleenejad 2019; 
Cavalcanti et al. 2018; Madhu et al. 2018), it is preferable 
to operate the Z source inverter. On the other hand, multi-
level inverters are only used to generate multiple levels of 
voltage. In this study, the application of a multi-level inverter 
with the partial sources is presented. The inverter provides a 
higher alternating voltage at the maximum value according 
to the maximum value of an input DC voltage at the load 
when it creates multi-level voltage. While conventional 
Z source inverters are increasing the entire voltage on the 
load, the proposed inverter uses firstly this effect to generate 
a multilevel voltage. Therefore, with the proposed inverter 
method, the voltage value increases while the multi-level 
voltage occurs. The proposed circuit has an upgrade effect 
except that it generates multiple levels, while conventional 
multi-level inverter structures focus only on generating 
voltage levels. To create this circuit, 12 IGBT switches are 
controlled with six-piece Linear Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM). Multi-level voltage is obtained on the four different 
circuit states obtained with these six PWMs. After design 
and mathematical equations are created according to the 
RLC load in serial connection according to the four different 
circuit states obtained, mathematical equations are created 
for the simulation model of the single-phase asynchronous 
motor. At the application, the proposed model is tried at the 
Matlab Simulink. Firstly, Resistive (R), Inductive (L) and, 
(C) capacitive loads connected in series are operated for 10-
50 micro-Henry of source inductor value. For this source 
condition, the load voltage and currents are measured. The 
load current harmonic distortion is investigated in order to 
show the alternating current produced within the quality 
standards and acceptable. Therefore, the distortion values 
compare with the standard of international IEEE. According 
to the obtained results, the alternating currents produced are 
in quality standards while the currents achieve full sinus 
shape. Secondly, the single-phase asynchronous motor is tried 
with the capacitor-start mode at Matlab Simulink after the 
mathematical model of single-phase asynchronous motor is 
described. Although many motor driving applications have 
been made by the inverter so far, the proposed method differs 
from the other studies with the different method of producing 
multi-level voltage on the motor windings (Huang et al. 2018; 
Singh et al. 2018; Rajesh 2018). The inverter uses the same 
voltage source for each level of voltage in the motor windings. 
However, there are inductors which are connected in series 
to the sources that will generate the high-level voltage. These 
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inductors provide a high level at the center of voltage on the 
motor windings. It is aimed to create a higher alternating 
voltage on the motor windings according to the maximum 
level of the voltage values of the available sources that are not 
enough to run the motor in full performance. Although this is 
not the case for multi-level alternating voltage generated with 
the effect of the increases in other inverter and motor driving 
applications, this study demonstrates the motor drive with 
multi-level alternating voltage generated with the effect of the 
increases (Kim & Balog 2018; Nguyen et al. 2018; Singh et al. 
2018; Yao et al. 2018; Kumar 2018; Ananda 2018; Paterakis 
2018). After the simulation applications; the stabilization of 
the main winding current and the stabilization of the auxiliary 
winding current of the motor are investigated at time axis. 
The motor can be used for the full performance although the 
motor is supplied with a voltage that is less than the required 
voltage. For testing the effect of the inductor on the circuit; 
the inverter has a unilateral inductor source while the motor 
is driven. For engine performance, the speed, torque, main 
and auxiliary winding current values are observed if this is 
to show the effect of the fragmented source in the proposed 
system. According to the results obtained, it is observed that 
the single phase induction motor is driven successfully.
MULTI-LEVEL INVERTOR STRUCTURE WITH PARTS INDUCTION
Figure 1a shows the proposed inverter circuit, while figure 
1b shows the operating angles of the switches and the PWMs 
operating these switches. The inverter circuit in Figure 1 
also includes S0 to S11 twelve IGBT switches, D0-D1 two 
diodes, V0 to V3 four equal voltage sources, L2-L3 equal two 
inductors for sources. R, L, C is load in serial connection.
(a)
(b)
FIGURE 1. (a) Multi-level inverter with single-phase partial inductor, (b) PWMs
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In the circuit in Figure 1, four-level alternating voltage of 
360 degrees is formed in six steps. The switches and circuit 
structure to be operated for voltage at 0°-60° and 120°-180° 
of electrical angles for the first level of alternating voltage 
positive side are given in Figure 2. The elements working of 
the system in these electrical angles are specified at the figure, 
while the non-working elements are made of transparent at 
the figures.
FIGURE 2. Circuit elements working to produce voltage at 0°-60° and 120°-180° of electrical angles
In order to generate the first level voltage on the positive 
side, the switches S0, S2, S6 in electrical angles of 0°-60° 
and 120°-180° operate the V0 source on the load. In these 
angles, the L3 inductor is stored from the V1 source. The 
voltage on the load is calculated as in Eq.1. i1 is the current 
generated by the voltage at 0° to 60° degrees of electrical 
angles; i2 is the current generated by the voltage at 120°-180° 
degrees. i1 = i2.
U60
0 = U180
0 = (di1/dt)L + R*i1 + i1/C (1)
For the L3 of inductor is stored with current flowing 
through the V1 source at this level, Eq. 2 can be written. id1 
is the value of the stored current, the voltage generated is Ud1 
when the current is being stored.
Ud1 = (did1/dt)L3 (2)
In Figure 3, the elements D1, L3, S1, S7 operate the 
source DCV1 on the load at an electrical angle of 60°-120° 
to generate the second level voltage on the positive side.
FIGURE 3. Circuit elements operating at 60-120 voltage to produce voltage
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The voltage U120
0, which will create the high level on the 
positive side of the voltage, can be described as Eq. 3. i3 and 
di3 are the external current values than the current stored by 
the inductor at 60°-120° of electrical angle.
U120
0 = (di3/dt)(L1 + L3) + (did1/dt)L3 + R*i3 + i3 /C (3)  
Switches and circuit structure to be operated for voltage 
at 180-240 and 300-360 degrees are given in Figure 4.
FIGURE 4. Operating circuit elements to produce the voltage at degrees 180-240 and 300-360 of elctrical angle
FIGURE 5. Circuit elements to produce voltage at 240-300 electrical angles
In order to generate the first level voltage on the negative 
side, the switches S3, S5, S8 in electrical angles 180-240 and 
300-360 operate the V2 source on the load. In these angles, 
the L2 coil is stored from the V3 source. The voltage on the 
load is similar to that of Eq. 4. i4 is the current generated by 
the voltage at 0 to 60 degrees; i5 is the current generated by 
the voltage at 120-180 degrees. I4 = i5.
U240
0 = U360
0 = (di4/dt)L1 + R*i4 + i4/C (4)
For the L2 of inductor is stored with current flowing 
through the V3 source at this level, Eq. 5 can be written. id2 
is the value of the stored current, the voltage generated is Ud2 
when the current is being stored.
Ud2 = (did2/dt)L3 (5)
The elements D0, L2, S4, S10 in Figure 5 operate the 
source V3 on the load at an electrical angle of 240°-300° in 
order to generate the second level voltage on positive side of 
the alternating voltage.
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The U240
0 voltage, which creates the high level on the 
positive side of the voltage, can be defined as Eq. 6. i6 and 
di6 external current values are from stored by the inductor 
at 240-300 degrees.
U240
0 = (di6/dt)(L1 + L2) + (did2/dt)L2 +R*i6 + i6/C (6)
In this study, the proposed circuit structure is also applied 
in single-phase asynchronous motor application.
Single phase asynchronous motor is operated as capacitor 
start mode. The connection of the capacitor to the motor 
windings is given in figure 6 in asynchronous motors with 
one-phase capacitors; a capacitor is connected in series to 
the auxiliary winding so that the current flowing through the 
auxiliary winding is at a forward electrical angle according 
to electrical angle of the voltage. Thus, a phase difference of 
90 degrees occurs between the main and auxiliary winding 
currents. This results in a smooth rotating magnetic field.
FIGURE 6. Equivalent circuit of a single-phase capacitor start 
induction motor
Capacitor
Rotor
Auxiliary
winding
Main
winding
In the Figure 6, the main winding is made of thick wire 
in a much coiled (wrapped) manner and occupies 2/3 of the 
stator grooves. The auxiliary winding is made of thin wire 
with less coiling. Rotors of auxiliary windings are usually 
rotors with squirrel cage (short-circuit rod). In the simulation, 
many variables must be defined for this main winding, an 
auxiliary winding, and rotor.
Rs, Lls are stator resistance and leakage inductance for 
the Main winding of the motor. RS, LlS are the Auxiliary 
winding stator resistance and leakage inductance. R′r, L′lr are 
rotor resistance and leakage inductance for Main winding 
of the motor. R′R, L′lR are resistance of rotor and leakage of 
inductance for the auxiliary winding of the motor. These two 
values are equal to the rotor resistance and leakage inductance 
values of the main winding in the motor respectively. Lms is 
magnetizing inductance for the main winding of the motor. 
LmS is magnetizing of the inductance for the auxiliary winding 
of the motor. Lss, L′rr are stator and rotor inductances of total 
main winding. LSS, L′RR are stator and rotor inductances for 
the total auxiliary winding at Henry. Vas , ias are stator voltage 
and current of motor main winding. Vbs , ibs are the stator 
voltage and current of motor auxiliary winding. Vqs, iqs are 
stator voltage and current of the motor at the q-axis. V′qr, i′qr 
are rotor voltage and current at the q-axis. Vds, ids are stator 
voltage and current for d-axis. V′dr, i′dr are rotor voltage and 
current of d-axis. φqs, φds are q-d axis fluxes of the stator at 
pu. φ′qr, φ′dr are q and d axis fluxes for the rotor at pu. ωm 
is Angular velocity of the rotor at rad/s. Θm is rotor angular 
position of the motor. p is number of pole pair for motor. 
ωr is velocity for the electrical angular (ωm * p) at rad/s. Θr 
is angular position of electrical rotor of the motor at rad/s. 
Te is Electromagnetic torque of the motor at N*m. Tm is 
mechanical torque of the shaft as N*m. J is combined rotor 
and loads inertia coefficient in (kg*m2). H is combination of 
the rotor of the motor and load inertia constant of the motor in 
(s). Partial inductor welds can be added to the motor windings 
in series and can be added to the general motor equations. 
L3 = L2 = LSR are inductors for source. The equivalent circuit 
in the d-q axis according to the main winding and auxiliary 
winding variables of the single-phase asynchronous motor 
are shown in Figure 7.
FIGURE 7. The equivalent circuit in the d-q axis according to the 
main winding and auxiliary winding variables
Equations from equality from 7 to 22 are given for 
mathematical model of asynchronous motor used in 
simulation study. Simulations are performed on these 
models. The equations of the motor structure can be given 
so, according to d-q axis as in below equations.
Vqs = dφqs/dt + Rsiqs (7) 
 
Vds = dφds/dt + RSid (8) 
V’ qr = dφ’qr / dt + R’ri’qr – (Ns/NS).ωrφ’dr (9)
V ‘dr = dφ’dr/dt + R’Ri’dr + (NS/Ns).ωrφ’qr (10)
Te = p.[(NS/Ns).φ’qri’dr – (Ns/NS).φ’dri’qr] (11)
φqs = Lssiqs + Lmsi’qr + Lsriqs (12)
φds = LSSids + LmSi’dr + Lsrids (13)
q axis for motor main winding
d axis for motor auxiliary winding
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φ’qr = Lmsiqs + L’ri’qr (14)
φ’dr = LmSids + L’RRi’dr (15)
Lss = Lms + Lls (16)
LSS = LlS + L’RR – L’lR (17)
Lms = L’rr – L’lr (18)
L’lR = L’RR – LmS (19)
The extra voltage gain (Vsg) of the source inductors is 
in Eq. 20.
Vgs = Lsrids = Lsriqs (20) 
When the extra voltage gain (Vsg) of the source inductors 
is placed in equality 13 and in equality 14; equality 21 and 
equality 22 can be achieved. 
φqs = Lssiqs + Lmsi’qr + Vsg (21)
φds = LSSids + LmSi’dr + Vsg (22)
While the source inductors of the inverter do not work, 
the vector representation of the resulting stator voltage is 
given in Figure 8.
While the source inductors of the inverter work, the 
vector representation of the resulting stator voltage is given 
in Figure 9.
FIGURE 8. Vector representation of the stator voltage without the 
source inductors
FIGURE 9. Vector representation of the stator voltage without the 
source inductors
If the inductor sources are not operated, the overall stator 
voltage is as shown in Figure 8. However, when the source 
inductors are switched on in the proposed inverter structure, 
the inverter generates multi-level voltage and also contributes 
to the voltage generated in the motor windings. The motor 
winding voltage in the proposed inverter structure can be 
represented as shown in Figure 9, while the voltage generated 
in the motor windings of known inverter operations can be 
represented by the vector representation in Figure 8. So, This 
is achieved in this study, although this is not achieved in other 
inverter operations (Vijeh et al. 2019; Buso et al. 2019; Ho et 
al. 2019; Ramezani et al. 2019; Khajehoddin et al. 2019).
SIMULATION STUDY AND RESULTS
When DC voltage sources are 40 volts, L2 = L3 = 10 micro 
Henry, R ohm, L = 0.01Henry, the switching frequency of 
1 MHz are selected for the inverter circuit in Figure 10, an 
alternating voltage of 50 Hz is produced as in Fig. 10. Load 
of Inverter is RLC. R is 0.3ohm, L is 5mH, C is 2mF. Figure 
8a shows the generated alternating voltage, while Figure 8b 
shows the current generated on the load and the harmonic 
distortion of this current. Figure 8c shows the measurements 
of the current when the ohmic load in the impedance is 
changed to 0.2 ohm and 0.5 ohms.
(a)
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FIGURE 10. (a) Multi-level voltage generated with DC 50-volt and 10 micro-Henry-split sources (b) harmonic distortion and curent 
generated with DC 55-volt and 10 micro-Henry-split sources (c) currents and harmonic distortions for impedance including 0.5 ohm 
and 0.2 ohm
(b)
(a)
(b)
(c)
As shown in Figure 10, an alternating voltage of 72 V is 
obtained from a fixed 55 V of DC source. 55 V of the voltage 
is increased with 10 microHenry of partial sources to 72 V of 
voltage at center of the alternating voltage. The current on the 
RLC load is 208.9 A. The harmonic distortion of this current 
is 3.18%. This distortion value is less than 5%, which is the 
IEEE disclosure. The alternating current produced is therefore 
within the quality standards and is acceptable. In Figure 8c, 
when the ohmic value in the impedance made to 0.5 ohms, 
the current is 127.5A while the total value of the harmonic 
distortion is 3.38%. In Figure 8c, the current is 297.9A while 
the total value of the harmonic distortion is % 2.51 with the 
ohmic value in the impedance changing to 0.2 ohm. These 
values are an acceptable value according to the international 
standards of IEEE. In the simulation, an alternating voltage of 
50 Hz is produced as in Figure 11 when the inductor values 
of the split source of the inverter are changed by L2 = L3 
= 50 micro Henry. For by L2 = L3 = 50 micro Henry, the 
Figure 11a shows the generated alternating voltage, while 
Figure 11b shows the current generated on the load and the 
harmonic distortion of this current.
As shown in Figure 11, an alternating voltage of 64 volts 
is obtained from the fixed DC 55-volt sources. 55 V of the 
voltage is increased with 10 microHenry of partial sources 
to 64V of voltage at center of the alternating voltage. The 
current on the RLC load is 195.1A. The harmonic distortion 
of this current is 4.13%. This distortion value is less than 
5%, which is the IEEE disclosure. While the source inductors 
are 50 microHenry, the ohmic values in the impedance are 
changed to 0.2 ohms and 0.5 ohms.
The load current and harmonic distortions for these 
values are given in Figure 12.
FIGURE 11. (a) Multi-level voltage generated with DC 55-volt and 
50 micro-Henry-split sources (b) harmonic distortion and current 
generated with DC 50-volt and 50 micro-Henry-split sources
FIGURE 12. Harmonic distortion and current generated with DC 
50-volt and 50 micro-Henry-split sources while changing ohm 
values from 0.2 ohm to 0.5 ohm
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When the ohmic value of the impedance is 0.2 ohm, 
the current on the load is 274.4A and the distortion value is 
2.68%. While the ohmic value of the impedance is 0.5 ohm, 
the current on the load is 119.2A and the distortion value is 
4.39%. These degradation values are within international 
standards. The alternating current produced is therefore 
within the quality standards and is acceptable.
The resulting currents are in the sinus structure. 
Therefore, the new inverter structure contributes to this area. 
Simulation of the single-phase asynchronous motor after 
simulation of the RLC load is performed as shown in Figure 
13. 11 IGBTs are used in the inverter for motor simulation. 
The source inductor value is 2 × 10-5 H. The four sources 
used in the circuit are 90V.
The single-phase asynchronous motor in figure 10 has 
18400VA of power, 110Vof input voltage, 60Hz of frequency. 
Rs = 2 ohm, Lls = 7.2.10
-3H, Rr’ = 4.11ohm, Llr’ = 5.6.10
-3H, Lms 
= 0.18 H, RS = 7.15ohm, LlS = 8.54*10
-3, J = 0.015 kg*m2, p = 
1.18 NS/Ns. The six parts LPWM in Figure 1b are distributed 
to the switches as shown in Figure 11 for the motor test.
The first PWM addressed to G1_4 from G1_1 in order 
to operate the switches of S0, S2, S6, S9. The second PWM 
addressed to G2_1 from G2_2 in order to operate the switches 
of S1, S7. The third PWM addressed to G3_1 from G3_4 in 
order to operate the switches of S0, S2, S6, and S9. The fourth 
PWM addressed to G4_1 from G4_4 in order to operate the 
switches of S3, S5, S8, S11. The fifth PWM addressed to G5_1 
from G5_2 in order to operate the switches of S4, S10. The 
sixth PWM addressed to G6_1 from G6_4 in order to operate 
the switches ofS3, S5, S8, and S11.
Figure 14 shows forming of the alternating voltage at the 
50 Hz of frequency on the motor when the induction motor 
is running at Matlab Simulink.
Performance measurements of the engine are given in 3s. 
However, since the multi-level voltage is not fully visible at 
3s, the voltage value at 0.2s is given in Figure 9.The DC 90V 
applied to the inverter is transformed to 120 volt alternating 
voltage on the motor as shown in Figure 14. The 90V DC 
source is converted to an alternating voltage of 120 V on 
the load without the use of an extra circuit such as dc-dc 
converter. Figure 15 shows the current change at the main 
and auxiliary windings of the motor.
FIGURE 13. Multi-level voltage with DC 40-volt performing single phase asynchronous motor at the simulation
FIGURE 14. The alternating voltage at the 50 Hz of frequency on 
the motor
FIGURE 15. The current change in the main winding and auxiliary 
windings of the motor
The currents of the main winding and auxiliary windings 
of the motor is stable at the 1s. The 10A of current at the 
motor main winding is the maximum value, while 20A of the 
current auxiliary windings is the maximum value. Figure 16 
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demonstrates the capacitor voltage change and electromotor 
change of the motor.
Voltage of the capacitor and electromagnetic torque at 
the motor are stable at the 1s. The 10 Nm of electromagnetic 
torque of the motor is the maximum value, while 120V of 
the capacitor voltage is the maximum value. Figure 17 shows 
the rotor speed.
FIGURE 16. The capacitor voltage change and electromotor change 
of the motor
FIGURE 17. The rotor speed of motor
The speed of the engine reaches 160 rad / s at 1.5 s. the 
motor achieves this with a DC voltage source of 90 V via the 
inverter method. If the motor is operated with a single-sided 
source inductor, the capacitor voltage and electro-magnetic 
torque become as shown in Figure 18.
When the motor is driven by disabling one of the source 
inductors of the inverter, a unilateral multi-level alternating 
voltage is generated on the motor. One of the source inductors 
is not in the circuit, the times of stabilization of the torque 
and capacitor voltage increase from 1s to 1.5s. When the 
motor is operated with a single-sided source inductor, the 
main and auxiliary windings of the motor become as shown 
in Figure 19.
One of the source inductors is not in the circuit, the 
times of stabilization of the main and auxiliary windings 
of the motor increase from 1s to 1.5s. After inverter with a 
single-sided source inductor runs the motor, rotor speed of 
the motor becomes in Figure 20.
FIGURE 18. The capacitor voltage and electro-magnetic torque for 
inverter with a single-sided source
FIGURE 19. The main and auxiliary windings of the motor for 
inverter with a single-sided source
FIGURE 20. Rotor speed of inverter with a single-sided 
source inductor running the motor
After the rotor speed reaches 150 rad/s at 1.5 s, the 
rotor speed reaches 158 rad/at the 2 s. At 2.5 s, 150 rad/s 
is also stable. These observed values indicate the effect of 
split source inductors and the split source approach on the 
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circuit. While conventional inverters generate multiple levels, 
they cannot generate a voltage level more than the level of 
constant input sources. So, the input voltage source value that 
is available determines the maximum value of the generated 
multilevel voltage. If resources at the same level have to be 
used, this recommended system provides higher a voltage at 
the loads than a voltage value of the source while generating 
the multiple levels. The motor can be operated for the full 
performance although maximum value of the constant voltage 
source is insufficient to feed the motor.
CONCLUSION
In this study, the performance of the single-phase multi-level 
inverter with partial inductor source was presented. The 
operation of the circuit elements was given by describing 
the operation of the circuit according to four different 
circuit conditions for six parts time. Simulation of the circuit 
with the working principle described was done in Matlab 
Simulink. Applications of RLC load and the asynchronous 
motor was performed in the simulation application. While 
the voltage measurements for the RLC load were performed; 
measurements of the main wing current, auxiliary wing 
current, electromagnetic torque, and rotor speed were made 
on the asynchronous motor. After the simulation applications, 
while the10 mH of inductors were connected to the input DC 
voltage sources of the inverter, Current and voltage values 
on the load were measured. The current on the RLC load was 
208.9 A. The harmonic distortion of this current is 3.18%. 
This distortion value was less than 5%, which is the standard 
of IEEE. The alternating current produced was therefore within 
the quality standards and was acceptable. 
After that, while the 10 mH of inductors was connected 
to the input DC voltage sources of the inverter, Current and 
voltage values on the load were measured. The current on 
the RLC load was 195.1 A.
The harmonic distortion of this current is 4.13%. 
This distortion value was less than 5%, which is the IEEE 
disclosure. The alternating current produced was therefore 
within the quality standards and is acceptable. After the 
asynchronous motor simulation, the main winding current and 
the auxiliary winding current of the motor were stabilized at 
1s. The capacitor voltage and motor torque were also stable 
at 1s. For knowing the effect of the inductor on the circuit; 
the inverter was tested a unilateral inductor source while the 
motor was driven. For the engine performance, it is seen 
that the obtained speed, torque, main and auxiliary winding 
current values were impaired while their settling time is 
increasing from 1s to 1.5s. This showed the effect of the 
fragmented source in the proposed system. But, if resources 
at the same level were available to be used, this recommended 
system provided a higher voltage than a voltage value of the 
source for the loads while generating the multiple levels. 
The measured values of the asynchronous motor have shown 
that these values can reach sufficient values for the motor 
in a short time period. These results showed that this study 
successfully was designed and implemented with a new 
circuit structure.
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